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ABSTRACT

Disruptive behavior of magr~tic field configuration leading to

tokaraak major disruption is found to be controlled by a mild

"mini disruption" which is induced by the compact external modular

multipole field coils with m-3/n 2 dominant helical field component in

the JIPP T-IIU tokamak. This mini disruption ergodizes the m-2-n-l

magnetic island quickly but mildly and then prevents the profile of

electron temperature from flattening. This quick profile reorganization

is effective to avoid the two step disruption ( pre and major

disuptions .> responsible for the chatastrophic current termination.
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MUD activities and disruptions are main obstacles to the

improvement of parameter regime of tokamak discharges, and the resultant

plasma current termination is one of crucial issues for the design of

the large scale tokamak devices. As possible mechanisms for major

disruption, the theoretical analysis suggests the m 2 n 1 tearing mode

limiter interaction''2, the m-2'iv-l - m 3 n 2 and other higher tearing

mode interactions^, the m 2. n 1 - m i n i interaction^, and the m 2 n I

non linear kink or surface tearing mode forming vacuum bubbles^ T

Here, m and n are poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, respectively.

Several experimental evidences of the above mechanisms have already been

reported" '3 Both theoretically and experimentally, two step process

i the "pre disruption" stage leading to flat current profile and the

'major disruption" stage driven by violent m ? n 1 mode enhanced by this

flat profile is claimed to be principal6-8 Therefore, it is essential

for suppressing major disruptions to control the m 2 n 1 magnetic island

and or intercept the flattening process to the two step disruption.

The stabilization of the 2 1 island by external 2 1 resonant

helical field has already been demonstrated by the gradual current

profile modification scheme'^ or the in phase fast feedback scheme'0.

As another approach, for intercepting the multi stage chain process

leading to major disruption, the non resonant helical field has been

used here to ergodize 2 1 island and to change the current profile

significantly through a helical field induced small disruption

( "mini disruption" ).

Compact two modular multipole field coils ( we call "local helical
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coils"(Fig.la) ) have been used to demonstrate this scheme in the JIPP

T-IIU tokamak, which are mounted on two 30 degree sectors of the vacuum

vessel at the opposite side of the torus. By driving two coil currents

in the anti-parallel poloidal direction ( A-mode ), a 3.2 helical

component accompanying with 1/1, 2/2 and 4/2 side band components is

produced ( Fig.1b >. We expect this field with dirty spectrum creates

several magnetic islands and modifies the profile not only near the

2/1-1/1 interaction region but also outside the q 2 surface. On the

other hand, by energizing these coils in the dual parallel poloidal

direction ( D mode ; we can simulate mainly m 3/n 1 helical field, and

2 1, 4 ! and 4 3 components are simultaneously produced by the toroidal

effects.

The JIPP T-IIU tokamak ( R 91 cm. a -- 24 cm ; was operated at

17' -'• B, i 37" and \00k:-\ £• lp S 3O0k.\. Typical stabilizing effects

of the A mode helical field on mildly unstable discharges with qa

- 3 4 and nL, -~ 2x10
 n c m 3 were shown in Fig.2. The applied 3 2

radial perturbation field strength at the plasma surface, B,i/2ia>. is --

30 G with the maximum helical coil current lfrei of 15 kA ( Fig.lb >.

The ratio of this radial field to the poloidal field of the plasma

current, B,A'2 <a)/BoUi) , is -v- 1.0-1.5 %.

The changes in MHD activity during the pulse application were

measured mainly by single, 10 and 20 channel Mirnov coil poloidal

arrays, a 10 channel grating polychromator^ recieving second harmonic

electron cyclotron emission (ECE.) and a 7 channel Soft X ray pin diode

poloidal array.
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Without pulse application, the discharge proceeds with successive

phenomena characterized by the initial "precursor oscillation", "soft

mode-locking", "pre-disruptions" , "major disruption" and the final

"current quench" stages. In the phase of precursor oscillations, a

strong m=2/n=l activity with the amplitude ABo/Be of -̂  1,5 - 2.0 % was

observed. The estimated full-width of 2/1 island from the magnetic

field measurement is -̂  6 - 7 cm, which is consistent with EKE

temperature fluctuation measurement. The ECE and SX signals showed that

this strong m=2/n=l island during the precursor oscillation phase is

rotating in the toroidal "co"-rotation direction (namely, rotation in

the plasma current direction), which is also verified by the fact that

the measured 2/1 island and detected 1/1 deformation mode have the same

rotation frequency, in such a similar way as already reported in the

previous JIPP T-II experiment^. The rotation frequency and speed are

several kHz and ~~ 1x10^ m/s, respectively. During this early precursor

period, the loop voltage becomes violent, and the central ECE

temperature stopped rising and decreased from-- 1.2 - 1.3 keV to -̂  1.1

keV at the plasma center due to the confinement degradation by the 2/1

MHD activity. On the final stage of the precursor oscillation, the

magnetic probe signal becomes non-sinusoidal and the 2/1 mode rotation

was gradually stopped ("soft-lock" phase), which may be due to the

suppression of the toroidal flow by the growth of the large island.

Just before a pre-disruption small fluctuations with double frequency

suggesting a m-l/n=l island on the 1/1 deformed surface are observed in

a similar manner as in the high-beta experiment'^. The pre disruption

is caused by the interaction of 2/1 and 1/1 modes. The temperature near
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the 2/1-1/1 interaction region, Te(R ~- 100 cm) -\- 0.9 keV, drops sharply

by ~- 0.2 keV within -̂  0.1 msec . The central ECE temperature

decreases with 0.3 - 0.4 ras delay time, and the temperature outside the

qa -v- 2 surface increases slightly, which gives rise to the flattening

of the current profile and destabilizes low m tearing modes or nonlinear

kink modes. The temperature profile becomes flattend and the 2/1 island

is still alive after this pre-disruption. In this case, the second

pre-disruption occurs at the origin nearer the plasma surface ( r ~- 10

- 14 cm ) than the firsl pre-disruption case ( r ^ - 6 - 10 c m ) , which

verifies flattening of the profile. The major disruption was excited

especially from the outside of the plasma column ( R > 110 cm ), and

this temperature drop propagated to the inside of the torus.

By the A-mode ( m=3/n=2 dominant mode ) pulse application during

this disruptive period, the m = 2 precursor mode rotation is slowly

stopped and finally more tightly locked in phase ("hard-lock" stage)

than in no-pulse case. This hard locking may be caused by the toroidal

flow quench due to the destruction of the magnetic surface structure.

The island width of the m=2 mode which is proportional to the Be value

is not reduced significantly on this phase-locking stage, according to

the ECE temperature and magnetic probe measurements. The small

disruption ( "mini-disruption" ) is excited about 2 ms earlier ( t ~

106 ms ) to the case without the pulse ( t -̂  108 ms ), and the

temperature collapse near the q = 2 surface ( ATe ->- - 0.1 keV ) becomes

milder and more global than the pre-disruption case ( ATe ~- - 0.2

keV ). The amplitude of the temperature and poloidal-field

perturbations just before the disruption time ( Kl'e/Te -^-0.1 ) is about
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10 % smaller compared with the value without the pulse. The propagation

of the temperature drop to the plasma center (At ~ 0.2 ms ) during

the mini-disruption is faster than without pulse ( At ~ 0.3 ms ). This

EEE temperature decay is initiated mainly near the q = 2 surface. The

2/1 magnetic islands seem to disappear on this mini-disruption stage.

After one or two mini-disruptions the plasma current channel becomes

more peaked than the no-pulse case, which often leads to the occurrence

of sawtooth oscillations. This quick rearrangement of the magnetic

configuration avoids disruptive current terminations.

Different from the A-mode pulse, the D-mode helical pulse ( m=3/n--l

dominant ) is not effective to suppress disruption. After precursor and

hard-locking phases, a mini-disruption is excited and 2/1 island is

diminished in a similar way as A mode pulse application case. However,

this mini-disruption induces a strong Te drop near the 2/1 surface and

Te-temperature rise near the center is suppressed, which gives rise to

the flattening of the profile, repetitive small disruptions and finally

to the major disruptions. When the helical coil current is decreased

from 15 kA to 5 kA, destabilizing effects are relaxed but no clear

stabilizing effects are observed.

The change in the current profile j(r) due to pulse application has

been estimated from the ECE temperature profile Te(r) on the assumption

of the uniform effective-Z value and the uniform toroidal electric

field, where j{r) <x Te(r)]5 . The time variations of Te(r)1-5 and

7?(r) = Te(r)]5/<Te]5> profiles with and without pulses are plotted in

Fig.4 using 3rd ordered spline fitting curves. Here, < > denotes the
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average over plasma cross-section. When the parabolic current profile

with parameter v, j(r)= jo(l- (r/a)2)", or the profile widely used for

MHD theory and simulation17-18
( q(r)=qod + (r/a)

2;( d?aAlo^~l)
in) - are

assumed, the simple relation qa/qo=}Q/<}> ~- Teh
 5/<Te' 5>-ii(O) should be

held. Before precursor the r?(0) value is 4.9. while before

pre disruption the profile near the center becomes flatter and >j(0)

decreases gradually to ~ 4.5 and then increases quickly to t)(0) -̂  5.0

during pre disruption. Finally, the ??(0) decreases to 3.9 just before

major disruption. In contrast to the no-pulse case, the profile after

the mini-disruption induced by the A-raode pulse remains almost constant

with (7(0) = 4.4 except during pre-disruption, and does not change to the

flat profile. Although these ij(0) values do not correspond explicitly

to the qa/qo value, it suggests that the central qrj before major

disruption in no pulse case is larger than 1.3 or more, which is

consistent with the theoretical prediction on the "bubble"

formation©-7.

As has already been shown theoretically in Refs. 20 and 21, the

dynamic stabilization scheme by the static helical field perturbation

with non-zero phase shift is not available. We confirmed in this

experiment that even during hard-locking phase of either A-mode or

D-mode pulse application the island width of m=2/n=l or m=3/n=l mode is

not reduced as predicted by the theory. We came to the conclusion that

the favorable effects of multi-component helical field perturbations are

not due to the direct suppression of the tearing mode by the helical

field, but due to the anomalous transport by the ergodization and the

resultant mild and quick profile change through the mini-disruption.
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Disruptions studied in these experiments were mainly in the region

of medium density ( ne -̂  2-3 xl0l3cnf3, n<> /RBy ~~ 1.0-1.5 ) and medium

safety factor ( qa ~ 3 - 4 ), and the cause of these disruptions is

found to be the 2/1 - 1/1 island interaction ( pre disruption ) and

profile-flattening chain process ( major disruption). The application

of this stabilization scheme to higher-density case and or lower-q case

are now being investigated.

The authors would like to express their thanks to all members of

the JIPP T-IIU group for helpful assistances and discussions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG.l ( a ) Configuration of local helical coils and ( b ) its radial

field components for A-mode pulse with m=3/n=2 domminant

component in case of Inei = 15 kA.

FIG.2 Time behavior of discharge parameters( a ) without and ( b )

with pulse; loop voltage V^OOp, plasma current Ip, helical coil

current I^gi and Mirnov signal fig .

FIG.3 Typical Mirnov signals and ECE temperature fluctuations during

disruption.

( a ) Without pulse; (i) precursor oscillation, (ii) soft lock

phase, (iii) pre-disruption, (iv) major disruption and (v)

current quench stage.

( b ) With A-mode pulse; (i) precursor oscillation, (ii) hard

lock phase, (iii) mini-disruption and (iv) stabilized stage.

FIG.4 Time evolution of the one-half power of the electron temperature

profile Te' 5 ( left ), and changes in estimated current profile

V(r)= Te(r)'-5/<Te15> -^ jo/<j> - qa/Qo ( right ).

( a ) No-pulse case before precursor (t=90.0 ms), just before

pre-disruption (108.2 ms) and just before major disruption

(115.7 ms),

( b ) A-mode-pulse case before precursor (t=90.0 ms), just

before mini-disruption (106.1 ms) and 10 ms after

mini-disruption (107.0ms).
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